but not entirely satisfactory, although the shuffle was well done.

The Romeo and Juliet scene between Mr. Foster and Mr. Rowe was exceedingly humorous, but its possibilities did not seem to be fully appreciated. The situation in itself was a delicious absurdity, the effect of which was lessened rather than increased by such attempts at cleverness, as for instance the altogether too prominent lettering on the improvised balcony. It seems a pity, too, that the author did not follow the conclusion of the scene and sudden death of the principals by a passage from Mark Antony’s oration on the death of Caesar, with Colonel Johnson impersonating Mark Antony.

The X-Ray Fantasy was a fascinatingly gruesome conceit, presenting seven skeletons moving about a darkened stage to the steps of a weird and ghostly dance.

But the climax was reached when the forty-four ballet girls, each in black tights, a half yard of white tulle skirts, white corsage, and snow-white slippers, scampered across the stage in a seemingly endless whirl, and when in the next minute the dancers had spelled out the letters M. I. T. the enthusiasm was unbounded. The “Pas Seul,” by Mr. Emery, and the “Pas de Trois,” by Messrs. Rowe, Foster, and Peters were faultlessly executed. The ballet introduced some intricate figures, but they were gone through without a single mistake, the performance closing with a grand tableau.

There is one feature of the Minstrel Show that it is important to note, and that is that the Show was planned to be representative of Technology as a whole, and not of any club or society. To make it so has required a commendable public spiritedness from those who took active parts in the performance and a tireless energy and perseverance on the part of the managers, the coaches, and the friends of the Show. It is to these that the credit is due, and it is these who deserve the thanks of every Technology man.

The annual dinner of the Walker Club will be held at Young’s Hotel, Friday, May 19.

Last Friday evening the M. I. T. Yacht Club held their last dinner of the year at the Hotel Savoy.

We are requested again to call attention to the fact that all Juniors are eligible to membership in the Technology Club.

At a recent meeting of the football association, Mr. P. G. Hilken, ’01, was elected secretary and treasurer of the association.

The members and instructors of Gourse IX.

ar to meet at 1:15 to-day, Thursday, at the rear steps of Walker Building, and be photographed in a group.

Mr. Penny requests that all students call at the “Cage” for mail before the term closes. Otherwise letters may remain in the “Cage” over the summer vacation.

At a meeting of the Institute Committee, held last Thursday, N. L. Danforth, ’01, E. G. Thatcher, ’01, and W. H. Farmer, ’02, were appointed a committee to have charge of the fitting up of the trophy room.

All men wishing to do work for next year’s “Technique” are asked to leave their names at the “Cage” for the Technique Electoral Committee. This will enable assignments to be made now, so that work may be done during the summer.

In a recent issue of The Tech we referred to the playing of other than ’01 men on the Sophomore Baseball team. It seems that the management of the team did so only during the vacation when their own men were not